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Introduction. If 5 is a compact group-extremal affine semigroup,

it is natural to ask how much of the group structure of the extreme

points carries over to S. In [4], the author shows it is possible to ex-

tend sufficiently many unitary representations to separate points of

S; in the abelian case, this leads to sufficiently many affine semichar-

acters to separate points of S. We investigate in this note the pos-

sibility of extending Haar measure to S. Using results in [l], [2],

and [3], it can be seen that a compact affine semigroup which sup-

ports an idempotent measure must be of the form XX Y where X

and Y are compact convex sets and multiplication is given by (x, y)

•(*'> y')~ix, y')- Thus, one cannot hope in general to extend Haar

measure and retain all of its properties. However, we will show that if

5 is a compact group-extremal affine semigroup, then there is a

probability measure p. supported on 5 (i.e. /^-measure of each non-

void open set is positive) satisfying

J fixy) dpix) = J fiyx) dpix) =   I fix) dpix)

for each yES and each affine continuous function on S.

Preliminaries. If 5 is a compact Hausdorff space, CiS) will denote

the Banach space of continuous complex-valued functions on 5 with

the supremum norm, and MiS) the Banach space of complex-valued

regular Borel measures on 5 with variation norm. We use the notation

Pif)=ffdti for fECiS), pEMiS), and shall employ the Riesz-
Kakutani Theorem often without comment. If p,EMiS), /x = 0, C(ju)

denotes the complement of the largest open set having /z-measure 0;

we have ju( V) > 0 if and only if FP\ Cip) 9^ 0 holding for each open

set V in 5. PiS) denotes the subset of MiS) consisting of all non-

negative measures of norm 1.

Lemma 1. Let S and K be compact Hausdorff spaces and f: S—>K a

continuous function. For pEPiS), define [f*ip)]ig) = fgifix)) dpix) for

gECiK), then:

ia) f*ip.)EPiK),
(b) C(/*(m))=/(C(m))-
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Proof, (a) is clear. Suppose x0(£f(C(u)); there is a function

gEC(K), O^g^l where g(y)>§ on some open set V containing x0,

and g(y) =0 for yEf(C(u)). We have

0 =   f     g(f(y))du(y) = [f*(u)](g) =   f gdf*(u)
J C(c) J

^ fgdf*(n)*i\f*Ui)]<y).

Thus, [f*(p)](V)=0 and VT\C(f*(n))= 0 so that x0EC(f*(u)).
Conversely, let x0=/(yo) where yoEC(p) and suppose x0(£C(f*(u)).

There is a function gEC(K) OfSg^l and an open set V containing

y0 such that g(f(y)) > \ for yE V while g(z) =0 for zEC(f*(u)). Thus

Lf*(/0](g) =0; however,

[f*(a)](g) = f g(f(y)) My) ̂  j g(f(y)) dp(y) ^ Mv) > o

since yoE VT\C(fi). With this contradiction, the proof is complete.

Lemma2. Let 5 be compact, Hausdorff and UiEP(S) fori = 1,2, ■ ■ •.

Then

"    1
lim 2^ — Pi = PoE P(S)

n       ,_i    2*

and

00

c(uo) = ci u co*.).
i-l

(The limit is in variation norm.)

The proof consists of computations similar to those in Lemma 1,

so we omit them. We point out, however, that Lemma 2 generalizes

the well-known fact that a compact separable Hausdorff space sup-

ports a measure; this is done by taking pn to be a point mass concen-

trated at an element of a countable dense subset.

Theorem 1. Let Sbe a compact convex subset of a locally convex linear

space, and uEP(S). Suppose that C(p) contains the extreme points of

5; then there is a measure vEP(S) satisfying (a) C(v)=S and (b)

ffdv = ffdu for each continuous affine complex-valued function f on S.
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Proof. Fix ra^l and define:

(1) An =  |(Xi, ■ ■ ■ ,\n)E E":\i ^ 0, JZ X,- = ll .

Further, let mnEPiAn) such that C(rai„) =An. Let

n

(2) Kn = An X  P C,-   where   C< = C(»    for i = 1, 2, • • • , ra.

Finally, let f„GP(-^n) be defined by

(3) >>n(/) =11    '    "   I /(z>*x> • ■ " i «») *»»(z) rf/*(*i) • • • dpixn),

where fECiKn); then C(j»„) =Kn. The function Z»n: Xn—»5 defined by

n

(4) A„{(Xi, • • ■ , Xn), xi, • • • ,Xn} = zZ A<*<
t=l

is clearly continuous. We define <r„= &*(?») where fe*^) is the mea-

sure in Lemma 1. Then we have,

Ci<Jn)   =   WW)   =   hniCM)   =   *.(£„)

(5) C n n 1

= <yeS:y=zZ*<*i, A< ̂ 0, zZ >w = 1, x, E CQi)\
K i-l i-l J

If / is a continuous affine function on 5 then

*»(/)   = [*»*("»)](/)   = f fiKix) dVnix))

=   11   • • •   | /(A„(z, Xi • • • xn)) dm„iz) dpix/) ■ ■ ■ dpixa)

=  11   • • ■   I /( zZ XixAdmniXi • •• X„) dpix/) ■ ■ ■ dpixn)

=  I  I   • • •        zZ Mix<) dmn(\i • • • X„) dpix/) • • ■ dpixn)

= f fdp.

Letting ju0 = lim„ zZrt-i °'»72< we have, by Lemma 2, that
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C(U0)   =   CI (   U    C(0-n)\

U  ^y: y = Z X***, X, §; 0, 2 Xi = 1, Xi E C(p) \ = S.
n=l    V t=l i=l )

The last equality is a combination of (5), the fact that C(u) contains

the extreme points of 5, and the Krein-Milman Theorem. Further,

for each affine continuous function /,

/fduo = lim X — (r«(/) =   I  I dp.
n      ,=i    2' J

The measure uo satisfies properties (a) and (b) of the theorem.

We apply Theorem 1 to the group-extremal affine semigroup 5 (for

definitions see [3]) whose extreme points form the compact group G.

Let m be Haar measure of the group G extended to the Borel sets of

5 by the formula m(E) = m(E (A G). Then C(m) = G and Jfdm
= Jof(x)dm(x) for each continuous function / on 5. By Theorem 1,

we obtain a measure uoEP(S) where C(ju0)=5 and ffdu0= Jfdm for

each affine continuous function /. If / is affine continuous on 5, the

function f"(x) =f(xy) is another affine continuous function for each

fixed yES. Thus, for gEG ff(xg)duo(x)=ffaduo=Jfadm=ffdm
=ff(x)duo(x). Since y—>ff(xy)duo(x) is also affine continuous, we have

ff(xy)duo(x) =ff(x)dua(x) for every yES. Similarly, ff(yx)dua(x)

= ff(x)du0(x) for each yES. We have proved

Theorem 2. If S is a compact group-extremal affine semigroup, there

is   a   measure   u0 E P(S)   for   which   C(uo) = 5   and   ff(xy)du0(x)

= ff(yx)du»(x) = ff(x)duo(x) for each yES and each affine continuous

fEC(S).

The author would like to express his thanks to Professor R. J.

Koch for his comments and advice in the preparation of this note.
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